RISKS OF WEARING PENDULOUS EARRINGS – A KINEMATIC STUDY
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1 Context

The torn earlobe is probably the most common traumatic complication related to wearing earrings (LANE and O’TOOLE, 2011). British plastic surgeon James McDiarnid described an increase of 20% in people looking for earlobe treatments every time big earrings were back to fashion (ESTRIDGE, 2009). In India, where the use of big pendulum earrings is a tradition, plastic surgeons perform about 7 to 10 earlobe procedures a month (RAINA, 2010). In Brazil as well, Oliveira et al. (2011) described the search for torn earlobe correction very usual on the daily dermatologists and plastic surgeons practice.

There are authors like Reiter and Alford (1994) that don’t even recommend the wear of earrings with pendulums at all and remark that the risk is even more serious for individuals with earlobes thinner than 4mm.

It is key for designers to ensure the user’s safety and comfort. This study analyses pendulum earring moves projecting the forces applied to the earlobe, looking to better understand the relation of this object to the discomforts and the injuries appointed by the literature.

2 Method

The analysis was performed on a 27 year old female, her earring holes were positioned 10mm from the inferior border of the earlobe with no lesion marks.

Images were acquired through a camera on 1920x1080p, 60 frames/s. Data was analyzed on Kinovea and Microsoft Excel. Earring mass and dimensions were measured by analytical balance and caliper. Two reference points (2.5mm circles of reflexive tape) were placed, one at the pendulum extremity, and one at the anthropometric reference point *Zygion*. The earring pendulum weighted 3.5g plus 0.1g from the fixture hook, 3.6g mass total. The pendulum maximal dimensions were 81mm x 50mm.

As the reference point was not fixed on the pendulum’s mass center, it had to be re-calculated. Considering the complex movement of the elastic earlobe and the hook on the hole – following simplifications to estimate pendulum speed and forces are proposed:

1 – The movement was considered bidimensional – with the reference points on the same plane.
2 – The earring motion in relation to the earlobe was taken as circular – for speed estimation on the mass center.
3 – The ear is taken as rigid, disregarding deformations between the rotation point (pendulum-hook connection) and the *Zygion* reference point.

The subject performed the activities on a treadmill adjusted to 1.17m/s (4.2km/h) – similar speed used in shoe comfort testing regulated by NBR 14834:2011 (ABNT, 2011). The camera was positioned parallel by the earring, and in its height.

Two sets of activities were analyzed: In 13s 10 steps, one light jump, an abrupt stop and one heavy jump; In 3s 1 step and 5 heavy jumps.

3 Results

Through the analysis, it was clearly visible how distinct the trajectory between *Zygion* and Pendulum reference points is. The Pendulum reference point develops a greater displacement and a more complex trajectory.

On the first set of activities, while the subject walks, the pendulum point draws a turned “D” shape trajectory. The estimated strength peaks on the earlobe occur while the point passes from half the “semicircle” and returns to the straight line. However, the strength was greater as the subject suddenly stopped, after the light jump – because of deceleration. The Pendulum trajectory on the second activity set was completely chaotic.
On the first activity set, where the simplification suggested on this study is closer to reality, the estimated peak of strength imposed by the earring to the earlobe is about 0,1732N, or 17,32gf. At this scenario the earring “weights” actually almost 5 times more than its original 3.6gf. There are even heavier earrings on market, some can reach 14g each.

The tolerable earring weight is different for each subject (UNTRACHT,2001). Copruchinski (2011) tells an earring for everyday use shouldn’t go over 7g per ear. For Mancebo (2008) and Olver (2000) it shouldn’t pass the mark of 10g, otherwise it would cause the subject discomfort.

Mancebo (2008) and Morton (1970) suggest coordination of earring weight to earring fixation. Some authors consider the hook and the post fixation styles inadequate for heavy jewelry (COPRICHINSKI 2011; MANCEBO, 2008). Morton (1970), Olver (2000) and Copruchinski (2011) indicate the Omega fixation for heavy pieces, which adds an earring post to a pressure attachment system. Alternatively, a bigger earring back may be used. These solutions attempt to improve stability of the pendulum to the earlobe, reducing the effect of great acceleration changes.

4 Conclusions

Through this study the very distinct behavior of a pendulum earring is observed. There are many variables interacting to its movement pattern such as ear elasticity, the movement of each assembly joint and collisions with the user’s head and neck.

On this study, a pique of force was estimated after an abrupt stop of the subject: 0,1732N, or 17,32gf - which represents almost five times the actual 3,6gf of the earring. This effect should be even more critic considering earrings with a higher mass or with longer pendulums, easily found available on the Market.

This type of earring contributes to the problem of the torn earlobe, because of it’s particular movement behavior and because it usually offers a bigger surface and is more prone to a sudden trauma. Thereby this study supports the recommendations made by Reiter and Alford (1994): pendulum earrings should not be worn by subjects whom already had their earlobes torn, or whom have thin earlobes.

Designers should acknowledge this effect, to ponder the weight on such jewelry project.

The authors suggest further studies to this artefact, many times considered as an artistic object, underestimating it’s effects to health and comfort.
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